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CENTER OF MASS AND G-LOCAL TRIVIALITY OF G-BUNDLES

KARSTEN GROVE

Abstract. Riemannian geometry techniques are used to give a short and

constructive proof that a differentiable G-fibre bundle with compact fibre is

G-locally trivial when G is a compact Lie Group.

Introduction. The general notion of "center of mass" was introduced in [3] in

order to give a constructive proof for the fact that any two C'-close group

actions of a compact Lie group G on a compact differentiable manifold AT are

equivalent. The information obtained from this constructive proof was impor-

tant in proving an equivariant sphere-theorem (compare [4] and [5]). In

addition, the "center of mass" was used in [4] and [5] to show that for any

"almost homomorphism" between compact Lie groups there is a homomor-

phism close to it.

The purpose of the present note is to apply the "center of mass" to prove

that any differentiable G-bundle with compact fibre is G-locally trivial when G

is a compact Lie group. This was already proved in Bierstone [1]. However,

besides being simpler, our proof has the advantage of being constructive. It is

therefore likely to be useful in specific problems in, e.g., Riemannian geometry

(compare [4] and [5]).

It is our hope that these applications (among others) will make it clear that

the "center of mass" is useful as a technical tool in differential geometry as

well as in differential topology. It can be considered as a nonlinear approach

to standard linear averaging methods.

1. The center of mass. We recall some facts from [3] (see also H. Karcher

[6]).
Let (X, p) be a measure space with p(X) = 1 and let AT be a Riemannian

manifold. A measurable map /: X —> AT is said to be almost constant if its

image f\X) is contained in a sufficiently small convex ball Bp of radius p

(depending on the curvature; see [3]). Bp is "sufficiently" small if the

vectorfield

T(a)=/xexp-1o/^,

where exp : Tq M -> AT is the exponential map, has a unique zero in Bp. This

point is called the center of mass of / and it is denoted by 6(f) (it is also

characterized as the unique minimum for the convex function
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J(q)= fxd(f(-),q)dp on Bp,

where d: M X M -» R is the distance function on M).

The important properties of 6(f) are:

(1.1) if tp: X —» X is measure preserving, then 6(f ° tp) = 6(f);

(1.2) if A: M -* M is an isometry, then 6(A ° /) = A(6(f)).
Both properties are easy consequences of the construction of 6(f).

Let now I be a compact topological space with borel measure p. The

Banach manifold C°(X, M) consisting of all continuous maps from X to M

contains M as a submanifold (all the constant maps from X to M). In this case

we can consider the set of "almost constant maps" 31 as a tubular neighbor-

hood of M in C°(X, M) and 6: 91 —» M as a differentiable retraction of 21 onto

M (compare [3]).

2. G-bundles. A differentiable G-fibre bundle consists of a differentiable

fibre bundle tt: E —> B together with a Lie group G acting differentiably on E

and B such that tt is equivariant. Two such G-bundles tt: E -» B and tt': E'

—> B' are G-isomorphic if there is an equivariant bundle isomorphism between

tt and tt'. Let Gb = {g €= G\g ■ b = b} denote the isotropy group of G at

b G B. Then Gb operates on the fibre tt~x (b). tt: E -> B is said to be G-locally

trivial if each point b G B has a Gfc-invariant neighborhood t/fc such that

tt,: tt~x(Ub)-^ Ub  is   Gfe-isomorphic  to  the  trivial  Gfc-bundle   UbXTr~x(b)

-+ub.

Theorem 2.1. Let tt: E -^ B be a differentiable G-fibre bundle with compact

fibre. If G is compact then tt: E -* B is G-locally trivial.

Proof. Since G is compact we can choose Riemannian metrics on E and

on B such that G acts by isometries. Let b0 G B and put Tr~x(b0) = F. Note

that when we endow F with the induced metric from E then Gb operates on

F by isometries. Obviously we may as well assume that Gb = G and that

E = BXF. Denote this given action on E = B X F by px: G X B X F

—» B X F and the product action of G on B and on F by p2 '■ G X B X F

—> B X F. We denote the actions of G on B and on F by p.B and pF,

respectively. Put $ = PF ° u,: G X £ X F -> £ x 7% where 7^: B X F ^> F is

the projection onto F. Then $ satisfies

(2.2) (if=$|:Cx {z30} XF^ F,

(2.3) *(*,•&•*./)  =■*(&, M&>*).*(z?2. *•/))•

Let now

V:GXBXF^F;    (g,b,f) -» <%-',b0Mg,b,f)),

and correspondingly,

f):7iXF^C0(G,F);    (b,f)-*r1(;b,f).

We can choose a G-invariant neighborhood of 60, say £/ such that r)(b) is

"almost constant" for all b G [/. (Here we endow G with bi-invariant metric
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and corresponding measure of total volume 1.) Put ip = Q ° i)t: U X F —> F

and define *: U X F ^ U X Fby ¥(£,/) = ib,^b,f)) for all (*,/) G U

X F. Then

p2igMb,f)) = ipBig,b),pFigMb,f)))

= ipB(g,b),<S>(g,b0,eir,ib,f))))   by (2.2)

and

*(M,(g,vV))) = *(M*>*). *(*•*./))

= (^(g, 6), Cl/JMg, 6), <D(g, 6,/ ))))•
Now

$(^,z30,e(fj( ,/))) = e($(g,z30, •) o jfcj)) by (1.2)

= S(/i -» $(g/z-',zb0,<I»(/z,Zz,/)))       by (2.2)

= (3(A^ $(*-',60,<lKAg,*,/)))        by (1.1)

= eftM*. *)>*(*> *./))) by (2.3),
i.e.

V^igMbJ)) = HPxig,ib,f)))    for all (g,Z>,/) G G X U X F.

Since </>(&, •): F —> F is C1-close to lf when 6 is close to b0, we can find a

neighborhood F C U of b0in B such that ^>: FxF^> Vx F is a G-bundle

isomorphism.

Remark. Theorem 2.1 generalizes the result of Palais [7] and Calabi [2]

about differentiable families of G-actions. Note also that the equivariant part

of the pinching-theorem of [4], [5] can be formulated as follows. Let AT be a

complete Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvature satisfies 0 < o

^ K ^ 1 and let G be a compact Lie group which operates on AT by

isometries. There exists a o0 < 1 (independent of G and independent of

dim AT) such that the G-bundle E = TM © AT X R -> AT is G-globally trivial
when S > o0.
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